	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
Tutor Response Form
(Your marked-up essay is below this form.)

HOW THIS WORKS: Your e-structor has written overview comments about your essay in the
form below. Your e-structor has also embedded comments [in bold and in brackets]
throughout your essay. Thank you for choosing Pearson Tutor Services; best wishes with
revising your paper!
Hi Rosalina! Welcome to Pearson Tutor Services. I’m Christiana, and I will be working with you on
your essay about what several scholars have to say about blended learning and how their views help
support your topic.
*Strengths of the essay:
It makes sense to organize your discussion around the three scholars whose works you looked at.
Looking at each in turn keeps your essay orderly.
You also bring out some critical features of each scholar’s discussion. It does seem significant, for
example, that Dr. Sims examines instructional design assuming technology will remain more or less in
its current state.
Main Idea/Thesis:
As a reader, Rosalina, I felt that I might have had a better grip on how everything you talked about in
the essay held together if I understood more about your topic. One thing I had trouble wrapping my
brain around was what you meant when you said that your hypothesis is that “the blended courses
require different online materials than a fully online classroom.” What online materials does a fully
online classroom need? What differences do you think a blended course might need?
Once you’ve clarified this, make sure you work it through your entire essay. Each of your paragraphs
about how the scholars fit your topic should mention the materials issue.
Content Development:
Another way you might improve the sense of flow and cohesiveness of your essay is to work for a
better match between the ideas you discuss in the paragraphs that summarize the scholars’ ideas and
the ones that justify how those scholars’ ideas relate to your topic. I frequently found myself intrigued
by what you said about a scholar in the first paragraph, and then disappointed that you didn’t follow
up in the second.
For example, you mentioned that Dr. Sims thinks faculty will embrace technological changes. Do you
think this is true, and if so, how does it relate to your ideas about the different materials needed for
blended courses?
Organization:
Another thing you can do to enhance your content is to provide more concrete examples of the more
abstract principles you discuss. You might use the following process throughout your discussion:
•
•
•

Present a point from one of your experts
Relate that point to your own ideas about blended learning
Provide a concrete example that links the theory to the practice of online learning.
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For instance, how will the needs of professionals acquiring education online shape the selection of
online materials? Give a hypothetical example to help us see what you mean.
Transitions:
Transitions are often about choosing the right idea to open a sentence or a paragraph with, so that the
readers can easily see how the previous idea relates to the next one. For now, focus on doing that
with the paragraphs that move on to a new scholar. Think about the similarities and differences
between the ideas of the scholar you just talked about and the scholar you’re about to talk about, and
try to work one of those similarities or differences into the sentence that opens the paragraph about
the new scholar. For example, when you shift to your discussion of Dr. Sims, you say
In my second source, Dr. Ron Sims of Capella gives a presentation on a shift in the paradigm
of instructional design. I find his insights fascinating and certainly could turn the idea of
instructional design as I understand it, on its head!
You’ve just finished discussing, however, scholars who were primarily interested in varieties of
learning as an important consideration in how to develop online or blended courses. How can you
bring the two together in that opening sentence to help bring your reader along with you to the next
topic, which focuses on how technology has changed instructional design at its heart?
Summary of Next Steps:
So, Rosalina, here are the steps you need to take in creating your next draft of this essay:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Clarify your topic.
Improve the fit between your explanation and justification paragraphs.
Add examples.
Improve transitions.

Good luck with your project, Rosalina. Instructional design of online and blended courses is an exciting
new topic. I think you’ll have fun working with this, and enjoy watching your discussion take shape as
you continue developing your knowledge and ideas about it. –Christiana
*************************************************************************
Please look for more comments in your essay below.
*************************************************************************
Survey of Popular Thought as Applied to Blended Learning

While blended courses combine onsite and online, my hypothesis going into this work is that the
blended courses require different online materials than a fully online classroom. Those differences
might relate to the actual materials, the topics of discussion, or the organization of the material. With
this perspective, I looked at three articles to consider the position of popular thought. The first by
Chwen (2005), considered the method of presenting material, the second is an interview with Dr. Ron
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Sims (2004) of Capella presented new sources for online material, and the third highlighted trends in
online training that may impact blended courses (Colteryahn, 2004).
The Chwen article (2005) considered both learning styles and different types of online learning.
They designed guided exploration that would move the learner through the material similar to a GPS
system with an arrow on a map. This structure of learning was used on two different types of learners
to determine if the learner’s style of learning impacted the used of the virtual tool. The purpose of
this article is related to my topic in that learners of different styles will attend a blended classroom. If
different online strategies assist learners differently, then different structures could be used in the
online portion of a blended classsroom.
The authors had a point of view that different learners would gain varied advantage from online
structures. In other words, some learners would benefit greatly from the guided exploration while
others might not. In my reading of the article, their assumptions were having additional guidance in
the online material would assist learners differently. I am not sure that I agree with that assumption
as most individuals would benefit from additional guidance. I was thinking that perhaps overly
confident learners would ignore the guidance, but most would follow it. The author then thought that
the consequences would be increased learning. The studied used data from an experiment where 184
high school students were learning the rules of the road for driving. The students were tested for
their learning styles and then given the different methods of learning, one of which was a virtually
guided course. Using the results, the authors inferred that the guided learning helped all learners
regardless of learning style. This information can help many in developing more effective online
learning modules by implementing guiding learning that might be able to help many learners.
The study is very applicable to the blended learning in my work as based on this work, there is
encouragements that guided learning might help learners outside of the classroom and may simulate a
more structured environment. Assuming that students in blended courses would prefer a fully onsite
course, then the guided virtual environment may remove some of that apprehension and meet their
learning needs despite being in a partially online environment.
[What idea might you use to begin this sentence so that it transitions more smoothly
from the main point of the last paragraph to the topic of the next?] In my second source, Dr.
Ron Sims of Capella gives a presentation on a shift in the paradigm of instructional design. I find his
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insights fascinating and certainly could turn the idea of instructional design as I understand it, on its
head! His purpose is to demonstrate how instructional design has changed since World War II to the
present and how it may change even further in the future. To solve the problem of the best
presentation of online content, his point of view is that of an academic who has looked at these trends
and is pointing where he believes the industry may trend in the future. His assumptions are that
technology will remain as it currently is. While he may not truly believe this, his thoughts on the
future do not focus on potential changes in technology. There is also an assumption that faculty will
increasingly embrace technology and new structures for teaching in the future.

The implications of

his thoughts is that instructional design could be more just-in-time with students contributing to the
work throughout the course. He considers that students could add information and content to the
online course for other students to use. His insights are based on his own experiences and his insights
after following research in this field for years. While students creating course content is a new
structure, he states that this one of various ways the industry might develop and infers that we might
need alternative methodologies for thinking about online content. His concept grows from the idea of
student-centered learning, a popular concept in today’s education.
This work applies very well to my work as the presentation of online material for blended courses
necessitates a rethinking of the role of online material. My assumption had been that the instructor
and/or institution designed the course materials for students. Dr. Sims idea of student created
content caused me to dismiss this assumption. By opening the door to new paradigms, Dr. Sims’
insights and inspiration can encompass the blended learning methodology. His idea of having students
add content to the course intrigues me as an effective means to further engage students online. If
blended students yearn for more interaction to substitute for lost classroom time, then this additional
engagement might fill that need. [Yes! This idea excites me, too. Could you offer an example to
further flesh it out for readers who are having trouble picturing the possibilities?]
Finally, I reviewed an article on trends in employer education (Colteryahn, 2004). The trends
focus on growing technology in business education and the need for ethical standards. This article
applies to my topic as many older students are enrolling in courses, especially in the current economic
environment. Older students often have existing employment experiences so trends in business
education will impact the educational trends in academics. The focus on ethics would apply as well to
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the blended learning. As students work more online from home, they need to understand the ethics of
completing their own work, citing sources appropriately, etc.
The authors of this article (Colteryahn, 2004) see their purpose as foreshadowing workplace issues
that business training professionals will face in the future. Their view is of that of a corporate training
department head or perhaps the head of human resources. There are assumptions that these
professions would benefit from considering potential implications of these trends and preparing their
future training with the trends in mind. There is also an assumption that the individuals interviewed
for the study are insightful and as a group have a good handle on such trends. [Using the “there
is/there are” construction makes it unclear who is making the assumptions of which you
speak. Clarify by stating “X assumes . . .”] The data they collect is based on interviews with over
100 leaders and practitioners in the field of professional training. The comments from these
interviews were seen as falling into eight primary trends. The inference is that corporate training
professionals should heed these trends in future training endeavors. [What are the eight trends?]
These trends can also apply to academics as many students are also working professionals. I
would assume that trends in corporate training might also impact academic work as the same
individuals will likely be involved in both training environments. Therefore, we should watch the
trends of technology use in workforce training for additional ideas on how to use technology most
effectively in blended courses. [What would an example be?] Further, increased use of technology
opens students and employees to new ethical questions. The ethics of technology should be integral
to every blended course in academics as we strive for the highest standards in our grading and
behavior. Also, we can add discussion on ethics to blended courses to apply many issues to practical
situations.
These three sources show a variety of popular thought on potential influences on blended courses.
One show how implementing guided learning can help students follow course materials. The second
highlighted the potential of student-created course materials. The last opened the consideration of
incorporating business strategies and ethics into blended courses. All of these expanded my point of
view on blended course implementation to new concepts and theories. [Rather than asserting that
they expanded your view, you might instead find a snappy way to sum up how they helped
you crystallize a new view of blended course implementation.]
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